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Englishmen seem hardly able to realize the truth that in this
nineteenth century a people, such as the Hindoos, survives, the
habits and manners of which bear so much greater an affinity
to those which they read of in the pages of Adams and Potter,
or ponder over in the dusty saloons of a museum, than to those
with which, in daily life, they aie conversant We have some
apprehension, therefore, that the following descriptions may
seem to our readers to be derived rather from antiquarian
research than from every day observation of common life
This, we would respectfully urge, is not the case , much which
we represent will doubtless wear an antique appearance, for
Hindoo life is, in its outline, at the present tune, much what it
was in the days of Kurun and Jye Singh, but the things of
which we treat are, nevertheless, things which exist
The first institution of Hindoo society which forces itself
upon the attention of the stranger is that of caste When
Mr Borradaile counted the castes in Surat in a d 1827, at the
tune that he was employed in collecting and arranging informa-
tion regarding the customs of the Hindoos (a work which has
unfortunately been altogether discontinued) he found in that
city no less than two hundred and seven Bach of these was
more or less restricted from private intercourse with all the
rest (a subject which we shall have to pursue an some detail),
they could not intermarry, nor even eat the same food, nor
drink the same water
Originally there were, as is well known, no more than four
castes in India,—the Brahmin, or priestly , the Kshutreeya, or
warlike, the Vaishya, or agricultural and mercantile , and the
Shoodra, or menial* It would appear that for some time at
least these men designated classes rather than hereditary castes
in the modern sense of the term Shrungeej the Reeshee or
Sage, was born, we are told, of a deer, Kousheek sprang from
sacrificial grass, Goutum from a hare, Valmeek from a snake's
heap, Dron Aeharya from a leaf plate , other sages were the
offspring of sailors' daughters, of prostitutes, of outcaste
mothers, of menial servants, but they were, nevertheless, all
1 [The theory of four original castes is a fiction See V A Smith,
Ovfwd Hvstory of India (1919), p 36 ]

